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UNIWARE

Wholesale
and Distribution
Our wholsesale and distribution software was designed and
developed with industry leading technologies for real
companies. AusVantage meets industry requirements while
exceeding the needs of our clients.

Designed
to help drive growth

As a leading end-to-end Supply Chain solution provider, Uniware has
implemented many integrated, wireless and scanning warehouse and
production solutions with our customers. AusVantage software gives our
clients the capabilities to efficiently move the stock in and out of a
warehouse with the end goal to increase the profitability of sales.
Our clients also benefit from automated ordering and replenishment
functions, anticipates what stock you’ll need to order due to previous
records, it also suggests ordering stock that will take longer than
usual to arrive. Our software has been designed and developed to meet
industry requirements while exceeding the needs of our clients.

Proven successful since 1979
Warehouse Management
Warehouse utilisation and reporting
Bin placement/picking suggestions
Multiple zones and suggested top-ups
Put away processing for control of product storage and bin locations
Radio Frequency Interfaces

Order Processing/Invoicing
Full integration with all relevant modules
Automatic processing of customer back
orders, in ter-warehouse transfers, works
orders andpurchase requests priority with
delayed shipment capabilities
Online real-time customer and current/
historical Invoice/Stock item enquiries
Maintenance and tracking of quotations
Automatic pricing & discounting including
quantity price breaks
Auto processing of forward orders with
multiple release dates

Online printing of Invoices, Picking Slips,
Pro-forma Invoices and Credit Notes
Suggested or manual serial number/batch
control
Price surcharge capability and automatic
freight cost calculation
Integrated EDI/Scan Pack
Point-of-sale operaing environment
including barcode scanning
Extensive e-commerce options
Comprehensive & flexible suite of Reports

Designed for a
fast, reliable solutions
AusVantage ERP is deployed in some of the most
prominent companies in Australia.
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